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ADVANCE LIGHTNESS – Two products, one concept

LIGHTNESS stands for an extremely light and very comfortable reclined harness with speedbag, together with 
its own lightweight rucksack. Both go perfectly together and these quality products weigh just over 2.5 kg all 
told, making up a compact entity. The LIGHTNESS is best suited to cross country orientated Hike&Fly pilots, 
travellers or bivouac flyers. 

Tried and tested by the X-Alps

The unique LIGHTNESS concept carries the X-Alps spirit wholeheartedly with it and epitomises the original 
idea of free flight – to gain the necessary metres on foot, then make the most of their full potential in flight. 
The ADVANCE X-Alps team put the LIGHTNESS well-and-truly though its paces, and Chrigel Maurer won the 
world’s hardest paraglider race with it. 

Top level comfort – in the air and on the ground

The harness does not have a seatboard, and thus can fit the body perfectly. The comfortable hammock principle
succeeds in giving an even more direct feedback from wing to pilot. The many adjustments are used to fit the 
harness precisely to an individual’s requirements, and the whole body is therefore ideally supported. The ex-
ceptionally compact rucksack also offers the highest degree of carrying comfort.

Uncompromisingly light and sophisticated

Thanks to the workmanship shown on the highest quality lightweight materials, and a convincingly simple con-
cept the harness with speedbag, front container, cockpit table and foam weights less than 2 kg; the rucksack 
around 600g. The LIGHTNESS system can therefore compensate for the weight of a normal paraglider. This 
means that, without resorting to a light wing, all your equipment can add up to only just over 10 kg - helmet 
and light reserve included. *

More important details

 The harness is fitted with the successful ADVANCE two-buckle integrated chest and leg strap fastening-•	
system (equivalent to the Safe-T-System).
 The adjustable-volume front container accommodates a light reserve. •	
 The cockpit panel can be easily secured on the front container. •	
 An additional pocket for ballast or storage is provided under the seat.•	
 The accelerate system has ball-bearing pulleys.•	
 The harness and rucksack have the stylish ADVANCE look: classy, clear and elegant.•	

Delivery package includes

 Harness with Speedbag and carbon footplate•	
 Rucksack•	
 Adjustable-volume reserve front container with release handle and bridle •	
 Cockpit panel•	
 10 cm foam for the pelvis and back area•	
 2 carabiners•	
 Speed system lines•	
 User manual with warranty card and service booklet•	

*  Example: complete harness (2 kg), rucksack (600 g), paraglider (6.5 kg), reserve (1.4 kg), helmet (400 g) = 10.9 kg



Certification

The LIGHTNESS has been tested and approved in accordance with the DIN EN-Norm 1651 require-
ments at 120 kg operating weight. The protection foam is not certified.

Colours

Technical data 

S M L

Pilot height cm 155 - 170 165 - 185 180 - 205

Seating width cm n/a* n/a* n/a*

Carabiner height cm n/a* n/a* n/a*

Chest strap width cm 44 44 44

Weight of harness with protection foam 
and carabiners (2 pcs) 

kg 1.32

Weight Speedbag with carbon foot board kg 0.6

Reserve front container with deployment 
handle and bridle

kg 0.13

Total weight of harness kg 2.05

Weight of rucksack                                          kg                                             0.6

    ADVANCE LIGHTNESS        ADVANCE LIGHTPACK

*   Because the hammock system follows the body shape exactly the seating width together with the carabiner height will vary with the pilot dimensions.


